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where Re means "real part. " It is easy to see that P(x) is the time rate of change at which the electric field does work per unit volume on the sources. Hence S'= (1/Ssr) g;lb;*lb; is the energy density and the components S' (a=1, 2, 3) 16, 1958) MARCH 15, 1959 An attempt is made to explore the possible connection between symmetry laws in internal space (e.g., isospin space) and symmetry laws in Lorentz space with special attention to the question: Why are the strong interactions parity-conservingP For direct (nonderivative-type) pion-nucleon interactions, CP invariance and charge independence are su%, cient to guarantee the separate conservation of P and C, as previously pointed out. For derivativetype pion-nucleon interactions, charge independence and G invariance (rotational and inversion invariance in three-dimensional isospin space) require that parity (and CP) be conserved; in addition we can also show that the charge-triplet pion must be pseudoscalar, provided that the virtual Yukawa process m'~~p +p is allowed or, equivalently, the m can be regarded as a bound state of a proton and an antiproton as far as symmetry laws are concerned. For the K couplings, analogous conditions cannot be obtained from the usual assumption of charge independence alone.
However, if the E couplings (rather than the m couplings) exhibit a higher internal symmetry in the sense that the E couplings are universal, the high E symmetry plus charge independence in the usual sense imply parity conservation both in the case of CP- (1) Can we deduce the law of parity conservation from symmetry laws that we usually associate with internal space (e.g. , isospin space)?
(2) Can we determine the intrinsic (relative) parities of strongly interacting particles from the symmetry behavior of those particles in isospin space? (3) Do strongly interacting particles exhibit a higher symmetry than the symmetries implied by charge independence in the usual sense, and, if so, how is such a higher symmetry related to symmetry laws in Lorentz spaces' (4) Is it just accidental that parity conservation and strangeness conservation have the same domain of validity, or can we establish some sort of connection between parity and strangeness'
One of the most urgent tasks of elementary particle physics today is to make an attempt to answer these questions in a unified manner. 
In obtaining (13) (16) [N, Y,E'j=V2Gx(N YE'+Y.NK'). (20) Note that this is a stronger condition than what follows from the Hermiticity requirement on the interaction Lagrangian. Other E couplings also have the same structure as (20) .
In the following discussions we use (13) The mass spectrum of baryons provides us with clues to the way cosmic symmetry is broken by the m couplings. The largest mass difference among various baryons is that between E and ™, and we look for a mechanism that produces this large mass difference along the line suggested by Schwinger. "" We recall that the symmetry between~and E can be achieved either with (gg Ã+Pc Z)~g orwith (gg g -q g)~g.
If both are simultaneously present, the X symmetry is broken. The simplest and most definite way to break the symmetry is to keep both with equal amplitudes, and this leads to a null coupling for the [, "x] We cannot destroy the symmetry between I' and Z in the same way as we have destroyed the symmetry between N and " because our purpose is to eventually produce a singlet and triplet rather than two doublets.
Moreover, the Ã mass difference is larger than the AZ mass difference by a factor of five. Because the AZ mass i.s smaller than the mass diGerence between any other pair of baryons, we m.ay infer that the coupling constant for [A,Zp] and [Z,Z,m] VII, this equality between the x-coupling constant and the E-coupling constant crudely implies that the probability of the p-wave dissociation of the nucleon into a nucleon and a pion is as great as the probability of the p-wave dissociation of the nucleon into a A particle and a E particle, etc. , with the important qualification that the pion cloud spreads much further than the E-particle cloud so that the interaction area of pion phenomena is 12 times larger than the interaction area of E-particle phenomena. Someday a Geld theory may be developed that avoids the ad hoc interaction of lengths. Within the framework of such a theory our coupling equality may be formulated in a more convincing manner.
We now turn our attention to more empirical implications of our model. It must be admitted that various statements which we make in this section are somewhat speculative because we lack reliable methods of computation.
We recall that in the absence of the z couplings a charged E is created in association with a Z hyperon, and a neutral E with a I" hyperon. There is no reason why the reaction E +p-+E'+e,
should be rare even though any calculation based solely on the E-coupling Lagrangian (13) '(p+p. "A+'-B-"K++n+y"AsB"Ks +X+'y"p+c)"E +A+'y"r)"E'). (39) Equation (39) is certainly rotationally-invariant in isospin space. However, the interaction is invariant neither under inversion in isospin space nor under space inversion in Lorentz space. We recall that our general purpose has been to look for a symmetry operation in internal space that simultaneously induces a symmetry operation in Lorentz space. The G conjugation which amounts to inversion in isospin space does meet the desired purpose. We can make the whole interaction parity-conserving by demanding that the interaction be G-invariant. To see this we first note that the interaction that is G conjugate to (39) For example, the requirement imposed by the CI'T theorem may turn out to be of greater generality than our preserst field theory by means of which the theorem has been proved. Another example of this kind is the "R.P. Feynman, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, 3, 55 (1958) . empirical fact that parity conservation holds at least to an accuracy of one part in 108 in intensity~whereas the inadequacy of local field theory is already reQected in that, in order to account for various self-energy effects, some sort of I'eynman cutoff becomes necessary at energies not too high in comparison with the nucleon rest energy. " We believe that in elementary-particle physics today only those arguments that are based on symmetry principles are on a Arm and permanent footing. We may hope that relations between internal symmetry laws and space-time symmetry laws similar to the ones discussed in this paper are still valid in a more satisfactory theory of elementary particles.
